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2The ATLAS Detector: Schematic
Ideal for measuring jets, jet fragmentation, photons, 
(di)muons, global observables over wide η range.
3ATLAS Acceptance
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• At RHIC, studied via                                          
leading hadrons
– Statistics suffer from                                          
frag. function ⇒ rates
– Quenching ⇒ geometric bias
– No direct measure of frag. function.
• At LHC:
– Full jets, high pT, large rates, b jets, di-jet, γ-jet
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6Jet Observables @ LHC
• Jet RAA
– collisional energy loss, radiation outside jet cone.
• Modified fragmentation functions
– Radiative energy loss in cone (but biases?!)
⇒Go to highest possible jet energies.
Jet RAA (Lokhtin et al) Modified Frag. Func., (Armesto et al.)
7Jet Observables @ LHC (2)
• Important jet fragmentation observable
– Beware unrealistic vacuum on left.
– Ultimately, distribution more important than average.
• Crucial: broadening – however much there is 
survives pT cut on hadrons.
kT “broadening” (WS) (Weak) Broadening in JEWEL
8Prompt photons and γ-jet
• I don’t need to tell you that γ-jet is important
– Beware simplistic view, NLO and parton cascade
– Can be reduced with cuts, but throws away physics
• Other prompt photon contributions important
– Fragmentation & bremsstrahlung in jets (isolation)
– Jet conversion – critical probe of medium.
9ATLAS Jet Measurements: Method
• Two jet reconstruction algorithms:
– Iterative seeded cone algorithm, R = 0.4.
⇒Run on background subtracted event.
– Successive recombination (kT) algorithm, D = 0.6.
⇒Run on un-subtracted event (below).
• Study reconstruction of unmodified PYTHIA jets 
– Note: intrinsic variation in jet shapes, fragmentation 
much greater than modifications from quenching
• Embedded in HIJING Pb+Pb events
– Without quenching
– With full spectrum of jets, b & c production
⇒“Worst-case” background(?)
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Cone Algorithm: Subtraction Example
• Pythia di-jet  
event.
– Q ~ 70 GeV
• Embedded in 
central HIJING 
Pb+Pb event
– b = 2 fm
– dNchg/dη = 2700
•ΣET in 0.1 x 0.1 
towers
– EM + hadronic






Cone Algorithm: Impact of Background
• Lesson from studies w/ HIJING background
– Jet algorithms sensitive to correlated (semi)-hard 
particles in underlying event.
⇒e.g. mini-jets, b-bbar, c-cbar, high mass resonances
– Fluctuations in soft background less important.


































Real jet (atypical) Fake jet from background 
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Cone algorithm: Background Rejection
• Reject background based on jet “shape”
• Best quantity that we have found: ΣJT
• Sensitive to energy on jet periphery




Discriminator: # of σ’s separated from fake jet mean ΣJT




• Use method suggested by Cacciari, Salam
– Start with un-subtracted event
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ATLAS: KT Algorithm
• Use method suggested by Cacciari, Salam
– Start with un-subtracted event






• Use method suggested by Cacciari, Salam
– Start with un-subtracted event
– Apply kT algorithm using Fast implementation.
– Discriminate between real & false jets.





ATLAS Cone vs KT Algorithm
• Observe better performance for kT algorithm 
– Better efficiency and energy resolution
– Due to intrinsic properties of algorithm
• But ∃ problem with kT algorithm too
– Centrality dependent, systematic shift in energy scale
⇒Due to absorption of towers @ jet edge into bkgd.
• Focus on cone algorithm results for rest of talk
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Efficiency vs. Centrality
• Same (tight) background rejection cuts for all 
centralities – not necessary but advantageous
– Biases from bkgd rejection centrality independent 
• Efficiency independent of centrality
⇒Crucial for understanding quenching effects
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Cone Jet Energy Resolution
• Fractional energy resolution using RMS ∆ET/ET
– Smooth Evolution with centrality
– Slightly worse resolution near η = 0
⇒Most sensitive to HIJING (semi)-hard particles
• Worse resolution at large η due to forward calorimeter 
segmentation – but jets still measurable out to |η| = 5.
• (artifact at ET ~ 280 due to PYTHIA sampling)
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Jet Spectrum
• Including tight background rejection cuts, all 
experimental effects, |η|<5
– Good reproduction of jet energy spectrum above 70 GeV
– For “worst-case” background (?).
dN /dη = 2700HIJING
For 70 GeV jets 
in b=2 fm HIJING
(dN/dη = 2700)
? ε = 70%
? B/(S+B) = 3%
? σ(∆ET/ET) = 25%
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Jet Spectrum (2)
• Ratio of reconstructed to input spectrum
– Jet spectrum reproduced within 20% above 70 GeV
⇒Without corrections.









• “Raw” evaluation of 
– JT distribution
– Fragmentation func.
– pT > 2 GeV/c, |η| < 2.5
– Jet ETrec > 70 GeV




• Reproduce both 
shape and absolute 




• Evaluate di-jet ∆ϕ, pout distribution
– ETa > 100 GeV, ETb > 70 GeV.
– With and without HIJING jets to evaluate confusion 
from uncorrelated jet pairs.
⇒ Negligible background (mostly pQCD)
⇒ Sensitive to momentum kick ~ 10 GeV/c.
pout
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Tagged Heavy Quark Jets: First look
• Use muons to tag jets 
from heavy quark decays
– Here jet ET > 35 GeV
– Tag both c and b (feature)
– 20-30% impurity (constrain 
w/ data?)
⇒Tagging straightforward
Muon pT > 5 GeV/c














Prompt Photons: Method (1)
• First EM sampling layer has little background 
– Typically < 50 MeV in b=2 fm Pb+Pb (dNchg/dη = 2700)
• Ability to separate single photons from π0, η
⇒Photon identification without isolation over |η| < 2.4




Photon Identification: Loose cuts
• Evaluate efficiency and (relative) rejection vs
photon (EM cluster) energy
– Relative rejection = Rejection × efficiency
– Rejection for neutral hadron produced EM clusters
⇒Good efficiency, useful rejection beyond 100 GeV
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Photon Identification: Tight cuts
• Can get even better (relative) rejection against 
neutral hadrons with tighter cuts 
– At the expense of factor of 2 in statistics.
– Can choose – depending on the analysis.
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Prompt photons: isolation cuts
• Within cone of R=0.2
– Require no particles with pT > Cut (Eγ).
• Within cone of R=0.2
– Require ΣET < Cut(cent, Eγ)
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Photon Spectra
• Start with INCNLO for prompt photon, γ/π0.
• Use PYTHIA for jet events & fragments.
– Normalize PYTHIA neutral hadron to INCNLO.
• Apply rejection(s) shown above (RAA = 1!)
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Prompt Photon S/B






stat. errors in 




• Demonstration of what measured prompt photon 
spectrum will look like for 0.5 nb-1 (|η| < 2.4)
– Including statistics in measurement of background, 
and propagation of errors in subtraction.
– All for neutral hadron RAA = 1 (worst case)
• γ rates for 1 year LHC run (0.5 nb-1)
100k E > 30 GeV, 10k E > 70 GeV
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γ-jet Reconstruction
• Clean γ-jet ∆ϕ dist. in central Pb+Pb (HIJING)
– “Tail” primarily from pQCD
• Correlation can extend jet analysis to lower pT
– Discrimination against fake jets
• Clean measurement of modified D(Z).
Central Pb+Pb (HIJING), dNchg/dη=2500
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Summary
• ATLAS detector well suited for making jet and 
photon measurements in Pb+Pb collisions
– Acceptance: jets in |η|<5, photons in |η|<2.4
– Segmentation: longitudinal and transverse
• Data-ready jet reconstruction
– With multiple jet algorithms
– Complete systematics on jet resolution, efficiency.
– Method to control fake jets in difficult backgrounds.
• Data-ready prompt photon measurement
– Direct identification in first EM sampling layer
⇒Statistical measurement in jets, inclusive
– Isolation




















Cone Jet Angular Resolution
• Cone jet algorithm in HIJING Pb+Pb
– With effects from uncorrelated jets in same event
• Angular resolution ~ 0.04 at 50 GeV.
– Good measurement of di-jet, γ-jet ∆ϕ (e.g.)
– Minimal distortion of hadron JT distribution
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Cone Jet Algorithm: Efficiency & Fake Rate
• Includes 2.5σ discrimination against fake jets
– 70% efficiency, 3% fake rate @ 70 GeV
– In worst-case HIJING background.
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Tracking Performance
• Uniform tracking efficiency vs pT, η
– Crucial for controlling systematics on jet 
fragmentation measurements.
• Use matching to calorimeter to control fake 
rates at very high pT.
3 < pT < 8 GeV/c
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ATLAS High pT Spectrum Measurement
• No jet trigger or embedded jets 
– so statistics limited. 
• But tracking performance uniform @ high pT




Photon Energy, Angular Resolution
• Photon measurement uses p-p algorithm
– For now, only final correction for energy shift due to 
underlying Pb+Pb event.
⇒Layer-by-layer subtraction may be implemented.










• Signal and background (without quenching!)
• For barrel muon spectrometers (e.g.)
– Average mass resolution, 125 MeV
– 15 k total Υ, Υ’, Υ’’ for 0.25 nb-1.
–














• Many different ways to reconstruct reaction plane 
in ATLAS in same event
– Tracks, silicon hits, calorimeters.
• Evaluate performance with v2 correction factor.
– The close to 1 the better.
– Very good resolution except very peripheral (sufficient)
